1
Convergence Zone (SPCZ). In this study, we will refer to the hemispherically antisymmetric 52 component as the double ITCZ bias. In general, the double ITCZ bias has been attributed to local 53 origins such as poor representation of tropical ocean-atmosphere feedbacks (Lin 2007) , 54 stratocumulus clouds (Ma et al. 1996) On the other hand, extratropical energy biases have also been proposed as a possible 62 cause of the double ITCZ bias. In particular, the warm bias in the Southern Hemisphere 63 extratropics, observed in many GCMs associated with cloud biases over the Southern Ocean, is 64 suggested to contribute to the double ITCZ bias . In response to the 65 hemispheric energy imbalance associated with a warmer Southern Hemisphere, the Hadley 66 circulation adjusts in a way to transport energy northward via its upper branch while transporting 67 moisture southward via its lower branch (Kang et al. 2008) , thereby potentially driving the 68 double ITCZ. This energetics framework, which relates the ITCZ response to the energy 69 transport by the Hadley circulation, has been successfully invoked in a number of studies to 70 explain how the ITCZ responds to extratropical thermal forcing in global climate models that do 71 not include ocean dynamics (e.g., Broccoli et al. 2006 ; Kang et al. 2009 ). Slab ocean coupled 72 GCM experiments even suggest the extratropics as the forcing location most effective at shifting 73 the ITCZ position (Seo et al. 2014) , lending credibility to the hypothesis that remote effects of 74 the Southern Ocean warm bias are major contributors to the double ITCZ bias. 75
To investigate this hypothesis, several recent studies perturbed the Southern Hemisphere 76 extratropics in fully coupled atmosphere-ocean models. Kay to increased insolation over the southern extratropics and the southern tropics respectively. 85
While the southern tropical forcing is certainly more effective at shifting the ITCZ, the extent of 86 the ITCZ shift in response to the southern extratropical forcing is still more significant than in 87 other aforementioned studies. The same conclusion is drawn from the experiments where 88 stratospheric aerosols that reflect incoming radiation are imposed in defined latitude bands 89 (Hawcroft et al. 2018 Intercomparison Project, or ETIN-MIP. The Green's function approach would be ideal for 105 thoroughly assessing the global impact of regional energy perturbations, and was adopted in 106 either an AMIP-type prescribed SST setting (Zhou et al. 2017) or a slab ocean setting (Liu et al. 107 2018) where warming or cooling is added over a limited domain throughout the entire globe. 108
However, this is prohibitive in practice for fully coupled models due to the high computational 109
cost. As an alternative approach, ETIN-MIP proposes to selectively perturb three target regions 110 of persistent model biases in fully coupled models. Previous studies have adopted a similar 111 approach, but used one fully coupled climate model (e.g., Hawcroft By answering these questions ETIN-MIP aims to provide an improved understanding of the link 128 between tropical precipitation and regional energy anomalies that are both local and remote. 129 fully spun-up preindustrial run where 150 simulated years of output is requested to be provided 138 from a start date chosen to initialize subsequent perturbation experiments. The three perturbation 139 experiments are also integrated for 150 years after an abrupt reduction of solar flux over three 140 different latitude bands: the southern extratropics between 45°S-65°S (SEXT), the southern 141 tropics between 5°S-25°S (STRO), and the northern extratropics between 45°N-65°N (NEXT). of the inter-model differences in climatology of planetary albedo, the same perturbation in solar 159 flux does not necessarily guarantee a forcing of same magnitude. Thus, we compute a weighting 160 factor for each model experiment so as to adjust the prescribed solar flux perturbation multiplied 161 by one minus the planetary albedo in CNTL of each model to 0.8 PW (Table S1 ). This weighting 162 factor, which ranges between 0.80 and 1.13 depending on the forcing region and a model, is 163 applied to any diagnostics in post processing prior to taking the multi-model mean. Keeping in 164 mind that our original motivation is to address the double ITCZ bias in the mean state, we 165 analyze the last 50 year mean of 150-year integrations of coupled model experiments because 1) 166 the simulations reach a new quasi-equilibrium state after ~40 years based on the global 167 imbalance of TOA radiation as well as net surface fluxes ( Fig. S1 ) and 2) 50 years is a long 168 enough period to remove any signatures of decadal variability. Although the deep ocean would 169 be far from reaching an equilibrium ( Fig. S2 ), we note that it is not critical for our purpose. 170
Additional Tier 2 experiments are under development by a subset of models to further 1) 171 examine sensitivity to the type of forcing (surface vs TOA), 2) enable direct comparison between 172 fully coupled and slab ocean simulations, 3) examine linearity to forcing magnitude, 4) examine 173 the asymmetric response to cooling and heating cases, and 5) separate rapid adjustments from 174 feedback responses via fixed SST/sea ice experiments. These additional experiments will help to 175 elaborate upon and evaluate the robustness of our findings. Any modeling groups interested in 176 participating in either Tier 1 or 2 are welcome to contact the corresponding author. 177
Given the focus of ETIN-MIP on energy budgets, the diagnostics required to compute 178 meridional eddy heat and momentum fluxes for atmosphere and ocean are requested (see Table  179 S2 for descriptions). For ocean meridional mass and heat transport diagnostics, all parameterized 180 components and meridional diffusion need to be provided. The variables in Table S2 need to be 181 calculated at every time step before performing any time averages. We request to output those 182 variables at model levels (before interpolating to standard pressure levels) to better close the 183 budget. 184 ETIN-MIP model output is provided in the standardized format taken from a subset of the 185 CMIP5 output protocol. The time-mean over the last 50 years of a subset of output can be 186 obtained at https://zenodo.org/record/3362615#.XU6585MzbOQ. A complete set of output, 187 which is provided as (1) decadal means of each month for the entire simulation period, and (2) 188 monthly means for the first and last twenty years of the simulation period, will be made available 189 to the research community upon request to the corresponding author. Nine models participating 190 in ETIN-MIP and their descriptions are in Table 1 . 191
192

TOA Energy Perturbation and Climate Response 193
An initial finding from ETIN-MIP is that among the three forcing domains, the southern tropics 194 is most efficient at driving a meridional shift and manipulating the equatorial peak of tropical 195 precipitation ( Fig. 2 The extent to which the TOA energy perturbations induce a meridional shift of tropical 229 precipitation is controlled by processes that determine the atmospheric energy budget in an 230 equilibrium state: 231
where all quantities indicate the climatological difference between the perturbed and CNTL 233 experiments. Note that the atmospheric energy storage can be neglected when diagnosing the 234 quasi-equilibrated annual-mean response. #'" is the anomalous net downward radiation at 235 TOA, ')* is the anomalous net downward surface energy flux, and "#$ is the anomalous 236 northward atmospheric energy transport. Eq. (1) states that net atmospheric column energy input 237 through the TOA and ocean surface is balanced by a divergence of atmospheric energy transport. 238
The anomalous net downward radiation at TOA, #'" includes the prescribed forcing, 239 which is the fraction of solar flux perturbation Δ felt by the system, 1 ≡ (1 − )Δ where is 240 the climatological mean planetary albedo in CNTL. As mentioned earlier, the magnitude of 241 prescribed forcing across models may differ due to model differences in , thus, the weighting 242 factor in Table S1 is accounted for to adjust the forcing magnitude to 0.8 PW in all models. The 243 difference between #'" and the prescribed forcing is referred to as the TOA response (denoted 244 as #'"78 ), which takes into account both rapid adjustments, which modify the radiative budget 245 indirectly through fast atmospheric and surface changes, and feedbacks, which operate through 246 changes in climate variables that are mediated by surface temperature changes (Sherwood et al. 247 2015) . The anomalous net surface energy flux ')* represents heat uptake by the ocean, which 248 involves both ocean heat storage and ocean heat transport divergence ). In a slab 249 ocean setting where SSTs are computed based on the local surface energy budget while 250 neglecting ocean dynamics, the net surface energy flux response ')* is zero by construction. In 251 a fully coupled setting, the net surface energy flux response ')* can be shaped by distinct 252 oceanic processes that take place on different time scales. Within the first decade, Ekman 253 transport arising from the coupling between the Hadley circulation and the oceanic subtropical 254 cells as well as gyre circulations formed by the surface wind patterns are primarily responsible 255 for ocean heat uptake changes ')* (Fig. S3 ). Slow ocean processes associated with deep 256 overturning circulation also play an important role in altering ')* , but the adjustment time 257 scale varies considerably depending on the forcing region. For example, the Atlantic Meridional 258
Overturning Circulation (AMOC) strength adjusts after approximately 50 years in NEXT while it 259 steadily increases for the entire simulation period of 150 years in SEXT ( Fig. S2 ). In addition to 260 versions of oceanic circulations, the prescribed forcing may also influence the ocean heat uptake 261 response ')* and the associated SST pattern via anomalous advection by the mean circulation, 262 which is a process on decadal time scales (Li et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018) . That is, during the 263 last 50-year period that we analyze here, multiple ocean processes play a role in shaping ')* . 264
Attribution of ')* to different oceanic processes is a challenging topic to be further explored. 265
To obtain an equation for the cross-equatorial atmospheric energy transport anomalies 266 "#$% , which is shown to be strongly correlated with the ITCZ shift ( Fig. 5b) , we reformulate 267
Eq. (1) to depict the hemispheric asymmetry by spatially integrating over the Southern 268
Hemisphere with the global-mean removed: 269
where brackets denote the spatial integral of the anomaly from the global-mean over the 271 Southern Hemisphere. All variables have the units in Watt. Eq. (2) indicates that the hemispheric 272 asymmetry in prescribed forcing 〈 8 〉 is balanced by adjusting the hemispheric asymmetry in 273 TOA radiation response 〈 #'"78 〉 and ocean heat uptake response 〈 ')* 〉, and the cross-274 equatorial atmospheric energy transport response "#$% (Fig. 6a) . We define the fraction of Hadley cell strength is by far strongest (Fig. 4, right) , yet STRO exhibits the smallest ')* (Fig.  304   7) . The Ekman damping effect by the oceanic subtropical cells should be included in the fraction 305 of ')* resulting from the ocean heat uptake response within the tropics. Red bars in Fig. 7  306 display the tropical component of ')* , computed by taking into account ')* between 30°S 307 and 30°N in isolation. The tropical ')* in STRO is smaller than that in NEXT by 48 % despite 308 a significantly stronger anomalous Hadley circulation in STRO (Fig. 4, right) . In addition, STRO 309 and SEXT exhibit a comparable tropical ')* despite a stark contrast in the anomalous Hadley 310 cell strength. The result not only implicates other potentially important oceanic damping 311 pathways than the Ekman transport but also suggests a limited ability of the ocean's Ekman 312 transport to compensate the energy perturbations, potentially due to small gross stability in the 313 shallow ocean mixed layer (Kang et al. 2018b) . 314
A question then arises as to which oceanic processes are responsible for modulating the 315 oceanic compensation. Figure 8 shows that ')* in NEXT primarily occurs in the subpolar 316 North Atlantic and along the western boundary currents while that in SEXT primarily occurs in 317 the Southern Ocean. Indeed, the full ')* in the extratropical experiments is dominated by the 318 extratropical component (Fig. 7) . In other words, it is the extratropical oceanic processes that 319 boost the oceanic compensation in the extratropical experiments, thereby shaping the overall 320 sensitivity of ')* to forcing region (Yu and Pritchard 2019). To examine the origin of ')* , 321 Figure 9 compares the anomalous ocean meridional overturning circulation (MOC) 322 streamfunction and the mean ocean temperature in CNTL on the left column with the anomalous 323 ocean temperature and the mean ocean MOC streamfunction in CNTL on the right column. The 324 left column allows an estimation of the ocean heat transport change resulting from ocean 325 circulation changes (i.e., the dynamic term) while the right column allows an estimation of that 326 resulting from ocean temperature changes (i.e., the thermodynamic term). In NEXT, the subpolar 327 North Atlantic ')* results from the dynamic term associated with a strengthened AMOC ( Fig.  328 9a) while the Southern Ocean ')* in SEXT results from the thermodynamic term associated 329 with the mean upward motion at 50-60°S ( Fig. 9f) latitude band is larger in SEXT than in NEXT for all models, by a factor of 1.64 in the multi-332 model mean (Fig. 8, left) . However, remote oceanic processes outside of the forcing region as 333 well as its interaction with radiative feedbacks add uncertainty to the sensitivity of ')* , with it 334 being larger in SEXT for only two thirds of the models and a third exhibiting the opposite 335 sensitivity (Fig. 7) . In STRO, an anomalously anticlockwise circulation in the southern tropical 336 upper ocean (Fig. 9b ) gives rise to a southward ocean heat transport which is largely cancelled 337 by the thermodynamic term associated with the subsurface warming driven by the anomalous 338 downwelling (Fig. 9e) . As a result, the equatorial ')* in STRO is small relative to the 339 extratropical cases ( The TOA compensation #'" is highly uncertain for all experiments, resulting in a near-343 zero #'" in the multi-model mean with a large inter-model spread (Fig. 7) . A large diversity in 344 #'" originates from multiple factors such as rapid adjustment and climate feedbacks associated 345 with clouds, water vapor, surface albedo and Planck response. For the purpose of separating the 346 contribution of rapid adjustment to the diversity of #'" from contribution of climate feedbacks, 347 we plan to perform fixed SST/sea ice experiments for Tier 2. Potential factors responsible for the 348 large inter-model spread of #'" is the uncertainty in sea ice and cloud responses. Since the ice-349 albedo feedback and shortwave low-cloud feedback become weak during the winter months, we 350 weight the monthly changes in sea ice and low cloud cover by monthly insolation before taking 351 the annual mean in Fig. 10 . In NEXT, HadGEM2-ES exhibits the largest increase in sea ice 352 cover over the northern high latitudes (Fig. 10a) , which greatly amplifies the forcing effect, so 353 that the radiative adjustment acts as a positive feedback rather than a compensating effect (i.e., 354 #'" < 0) (Fig. 7) . In the extratropical cases, the low cloud cover tends to increase within and 355 equatorward of the forced latitude band (Figs. 10d and 10f ), due to an increase in lower 356 tropospheric stability associated with a cooler boundary layer (Wood and Bretherton 2006) . In 357 SEXT, NCAR CESM exhibits the largest low cloud cover increase in the southern subtropics to 358 mid-latitudes, which enhances the reflected shortwave radiation thereby amplifying the forcing 359 effect, while MPI-ESM1.2 exhibits the smallest changes in low cloud cover. This is consistent 360 with negative #'" in NCAR CESM and positive in MPI-ESM1.2 (Fig. 7) . HadGEM2-ES in 361 SEXT exhibits a hemispherically symmetric response in both sea ice and low cloud cover 362 relative to other models ( Fig. 10c and 10f) , so that the radiative compensation #'" is nearly 363 zero (Fig. 7) . An ETIN-MIP study under development will apply the approximate partial 364 radiative perturbation method (Taylor et al. 2007 ) and kernel method (Pendergrass et al. 2018) to 365 investigate the cause of inter-model diversity of TOA compensation and its dependence on 366 forcing location. 367 368
Broader Implications 369
A primary motivation for ETIN-MIP is to identify the remote energy biases that are potentially 370 important for causing the double ITCZ bias. Understanding how regional energy perturbations 371 affect the tropical precipitation pattern is of fundamental importance for improving not only the 372 present-day double ITCZ bias in many current climate models but also the accuracy of 373 projections of future changes in tropical precipitation due to the uneven regional distribution of In ETIN-MIP, 9 climate modeling groups have performed common numerical experiments 399 aimed at enhancing our understanding of the mechanisms for two-way extratropics-tropics 400 interactions. The link between the extratropics and tropics is of high societal concern given its 401 role in controlling regional patterns of climate change. Improving our understanding of the 402 mechanisms that enable these connections would significantly enhance our ability to predict and 403 prepare for future changes in regional hydrology. The spirit of ETIN-MIP is strongly in line with 404 one of the four questions of the World Climate Research Programme's Grand Challenge on 405
Clouds, Circulation and Climate Sensitivity (Bony et al. 2015) . 406
In keeping with the original motivation for ETIN-MIP, namely to provide guidance on 407 identifying the origin of the double ITCZ bias, we have presented initial results focused on 408 tropical precipitation and energetics. The results have practical implications for GCM 409 development strategy and suggest that fixing tropical biases would be a more viable option for 410 alleviating hemispherically antisymmetric components of tropical precipitation biases while 411 fixing extratropical biases is more desirable for improving the hemispherically symmetric 412 component of tropical precipitation biases. It also implies that the ability of extratropical biases 413 to manifest the hemispherically antisymmetric component of the double ITCZ bias would depend 414 on the strength of stratocumulus-SST feedback in the subtropics (Mechoso et al. 2016 ). For 415 example, the effect of extratropical biases diminishes away from the source region, but the rate 416 of damping would be weaker in models with a stronger coupling between the subtropical 417 stratocumulus and SST that acts as a positive feedback, hence, extratropical biases are able to 418 project onto the double ITCZ bias in some models. The limited ability of extratropical biases to 419 meridionally displace the tropical precipitation compared to tropical biases is due to efficient 420 heat uptake response by extratropical oceanic processes ( Figs. 6 and 7) . It suggests constraining 421 tropical response to regional energy perturbations requires improved understanding of deep 422 ocean circulation response. This project will enhance our understanding of the origin of 423 longstanding double ITCZ bias, which is an essential first step in informing model developers. 424
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